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ABSTRACT 
The concept of constraint propagation of label sets is discussed. It is shown how 
this idea can be extended to environments in which the constraints and label sets are 
imprecise. This requires the introduction of fuzzy sets. An algorithmic procedure is 
provided for including default-type constraints into the constraint propagation 
problem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The technique of constraint propagation is emerging as an important inference 
tool in intelligent systems. Davis [1] provides a very comprehensive discussion 
of the label inference portion of this subject. Informally, in this technique, each 
node (variable) is given a label that is a set of possible values for the node. The 
nodes are then interconnected by a set of constraints, relationships between the 
variables. The problem of label inferencing is that of refining the labels 
associated with each of the nodes so that the constraints are satisfied. Thus the 
constraints are propagated to the nodes or variable labels. As discussed by 
Davis, the process of label inferencing or assimilation is carded out by an 
algorithm due to Waltz [2]. In many regards the process of constraint 
propagation with labels is very much in the spirit of the theory of approximate 
reasoning (Zadeh [3], Yager [4]) in the sense that variables are assigned subsets 
as their values and the knowledge base, the constraints, is used to help infer 
more specific values for the variables. The purpose here is to extend the ideas 
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discussed by Davis [1]. In particular we consider the use of constraint 
propagation techniques in environments in which the constraints may be 
imprecise or soft. These are situations, for example, where variables may be 
required to be approximately equal. To accomplish this we introduce the idea 
of fuzzy labels based on fuzzy subsets (Zadeh [5]). A second irection in which 
we extend label inferencing techniques i by considering the introduction of 
default constraints. The introduction of these types of constraints introduces a 
type of nonmonotonicity into the environment. We also introduce some 
terminology from the theory of approximate r asoning, particularly the idea of 
possibility and certainty. This terminology proves useful in addressing issues 
raised in querying these types of systems. 
CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION WITH LABELS 
In this section the concepts of constraint propagation with labels will be 
formally introduced. 
Assume that Vl, II2, 113, "" ", Vn are a collection of variables (nodes in the 
terminology of Davis [1]). Associated with each of these variables is a set Xi ,  
called its universe or base set, consisting of the set of all possible values that can 
be the unique value of II/. (For the most part, in the course of this paper I shall 
assume that Xi is the set of real numbers; however, many of the ideas developed 
here do not require this restriction). Our knowledge about he true value of each 
of the variables is contained in two types of information: 
1. A subset Ai C Xi,  for each V/, called the initial label set of V/, indicating a
subset of Xi  that we are sure V/lies within. We shall denote this as I I /E 
hi .  
2. A set of constraints C1, " " ,  Ca indicating relationships between the 
variables that must be satisfied, for example, Vl + II2 _ 5. 
Formally a solution to the problem defined above consists of an n-tuple, t = 
(al, a2, "" ", an), with ai indicating avalue for II/such that t satisfies each of the 
constraints and a; E Ai. There may be many such tuples that satisfy these 
conditions. We shall denote the set of all tuples that satisfy these conditions as S. 
Note that if S = ~,  then our requirements are contradictory (inconsistent). 
More formally, if we let 
X=X~xx2xX3x. . .  x x .  
then S, the set of all solutions, is a subset of X. We can characterize S in the 
following manner. 
Let 
A =Al  x • • • ×An 
Furthermore we can associate with each constraint Ci a subset Ei of Xconsisting 
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of all the solutions to Ci. Then 
S=A NE~ n E2 n E3 N . . .  AEq  
Within the framework of this environment the problem of label inferencing 
can be seen to be that of finding a collection of subsets, Si C Xi, i = 1, " ", n, 
called the refined label set for quantity V~. consisting of all the values of V~ that 
are possible solutions of the requirements. In a sense Si becomes a sharpening 
of the initial label set A~ based on the need to satisfy the constraints. Thus we 
note that Si C Ai and effectively 
VieS  i 
Formally we can express 
where 
S;= Proj vi S 
Proj vi S = { a [ there exists at least one tuple 
t E S where a is its ith value} 
The significance of this situation is that Si provides a set of values that we are 
sure contains a value of V~. As a matter of fact, the refined label set is the 
smallest set having this property. 
Davis [1] discusses an algorithm for obtaining the collection of refined label 
sets. He calls this the problem of label inferencing and uses an algorithm based 
on Waltz's work [2]. 
In the problem of label inference we are given a set of variables VI, " " ,  Vn, a 
collection of current label sets Ak, such that Vk E Ak, and a set of constraints Cj 
involving the variables, and we are asked to find the collection of refined label 
sets that respect all the above conditions, 
Vk E Ak for all k 
Cj are satisfied for all j 
In [1] Davis proposes an algorithm called WALTZ for solving this problem. 
PROCEDURE: WALTZ 
1. Initialize R as the set of all constraints. Initialize Q as a set of all 
constraints, and initialize A, = Si for i = 1. 
2. I fQ  =# ~ goto  3 else goto  7. 
3. Remove any constraint C from Q. 
4. Apply procedure REVISE(C) returning the set Changed. 
5. For each V~ G Changed add to Q all constraints C '  E R such that Vt is in 
the domain of C',  C' ~ C, and C" if= Q. 
6. Go to 2. 
7. Terminate. 
The procedure REVISE is as follows. 
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PROCEDURE: REVISE(C(V~, V2 , ' - ' ,  Vk)) 
1. Initialize Changed = ~ and M, the set of all arguments of C, to { V~, - - - ,  
vk}. 
2. If M ~ ~ go to 3 else return to WALTZ. 
3. Remove an element Vj from M. 
4. Apply procedure REFINE(C, Vj), which returns S. 
5. I f  S = ~ then halt./Constraints are inconsistent/ 
6. If S #: Sj then add Vj to Changed and set Sy = S. 
7. Go to 2. 
The last procedure we need is REFINE. 
PROCEDURE: REFINE(C, Vj) 
S=REFINE(C, v~)={aj ~ Sji~(ai ~ Si, 
i= 1, . . . ,  k, i~ j )  C(a~, " ' ,  ak)} 
We note that the WALTZ algorithm returns a new set of label sets for each of 
the variables. These are called the refined label sets. The WALTZ algorithm 
requires initialization of three pieces of data. The first piece is a collection of 
label sets called the initial label sets. 
We shall use the term current label sets to denote, at any instant of the 
process, the values associated with the Si's. Thus at the beginning of the process 
the initial label sets become the current label sets, and at the finish of the 
algorithm the current label sets become the refined label sets. 
The second piece of information the algorithm WALTZ needs at initialization 
is a set R of constraints. This set is called the domain of concern and consists of 
all the constraints that must eventually be satisfied by the refined label sets. 
Finally, WALTZ requires a subset Q of R, called the questionable constraints. 
Q essentially consists of those constraints hat we are not certain are satisfied by 
the current label set. 
In [1] Davis discusses in considerable detail the properties of this algorithm. 
We should note that the label inferencing process involved in this situation is 
monotonic in the following sense. Assume that we have a problem with the 
initial label sets Ai, that is, 
ViEAi, i=1,  " " ,n  
and we have the constraints 
Cl, " ' ,  Cq 
Assume that solution of this problem results in the refined label sets Si, 
V~ E S~, i=1,  . . . ,n  
Consider next the alternative problem with the same initial label sets 
Vi. E Ai 
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but with an augmented set of constraints 
CI, ' ' ' ,  Cq+ 1 
that is, we have added an additional constraint. Then if the refined label sets for 
this new problem are T/, that is, V/ E T/, it can be easily shown that 
T iCS i  
Essentially the monotonicity we are referring to is that an increase in 
constraints cannot cause our label sets to get bigger. 
This observation has a certain practical significance. Assume we have a 
problem with the initial label sets 
and the constraints 
resulting in the refined label sets 
Bi, 
viE ai 
Cl~ • * *~ Cq 
i=1,  . . . ,  n 
If now we get an additional required constraint to be satisfied, Cq+ m, we can 
simply use the WALTZ algorithm with Q initialized to Cq+l, R = {CI, "" ", 
Cq-l} and use the Bi's as our initial label sets. 
SOME ISSUES IN QUESTION ANSWERING 
Assume that VI, " " ,  Vn are a collection of variables assuming their values in 
the universes of discourse XI, X2, "" ", An, respectively. Assume that as a result 
of the application of the label inference process of the previous section we 
obtained a collection of current label sets, Si, one for each of the variables, such 
that 
ViESi, for i= 1, " - ,n  
We are interested here in our ability to answer queries about the information 
obtained. To facilitate this capability I shall first introduce some terminology 
from the theory of approximate r asoning (Yager [4]). 
Assume that A and B are two subsets of the same space. We define 
I1  i rA  (3 B~ 
Poss(B/A)= 0 i fA f3 B= 
and we define 
Cert (B/A) = 1 - Poss (I~/A) 
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We note that if A~ C A2 then 
Poss (B/A l) < Poss (B/A2) 
and 
Cert (B/AD>Cert (B/A2) 
It can be easily be shown that 
[: ,fA . 
Cert (B/A) = if A ff B 
It can also be shown that if A #= ~ then 
Poss (B/A) > Cert (B/A ) 
With A #= ~,  then there exist three possible situations: 
(a) Cert (B/A) = 1 [Cert (B/A) = Poss (B/A) = I] 
(b) Poss (B/A) = 0 [Cert (B/A) = Poss (B/A) = 0] 
(c) Poss (B/A) = 1 and Cert (B/A) = 0 
Assume that as a result of our label inference process we get 
and we are asked whether it is true that V /E  Bi. Then 
If  Cert (BJSD = 1 we are sure V /E  Bi is true. 
I f  Poss (Bi/Si) = 0 we are sure E ~ B~, E E B,. is false. 
I f  Poss (Bi/Si) = 1 and Cert (BiSi) = 0 we are unsure of  the 
truth of the statementi V~ E B~. 
We see that cases a, b, and c above correspond to the inferential situations of  
truth, falsity, and undetermined, respectively. 
An alternative way of looking at this situation is to consider 
Truth( V E B~ V E A) E [Cert(B/A), Poss(B/A)] 
where 
[1, 1] = true 
[0, 0] = false 
[0, 1] = unknown 
It should be noted that the measures of  possibility and certainty introduced above 
are closely related to Shafer's measures of plausibility and belief (Yager [6], 
Shafer [7]). 
It should be noted, as correctly raised by Davis, that the use of  label sets to 
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indicate allowable values for variables poses some problems when we attempt to 
use them to provide information about allowable solutions for combinations of 
variables. 
Let Vi and Vj be any two arbitrary variables in our problem. We shall let Si.j 
be the set of two-tuples that correspond toall allowable pairs that jointly solve Vl 
and V2. Then 
Si,j= Proj S 
Vi, Vj 
where S as previously indicated is the set of all n-tuples atisfying our constraint; 
that is, 
Si,j= {(a, b) I there exists at least one tuple t E S 
where a and b are respectively the ith and jth 
value of this tuple} 
Thus we see that Si,j is the collection of all pairs of V/and ~ that satisfy our 
requirements. In order to most effectively use the resources of the system we 
would like to be able to use the cross product of the individual abel sets to 
provide information about heir joint solutions. However, some questions arise 
in any attempt to accomplish this. In this regard it can only be shown that 
si,j c si x sj 
A simple example will illustrate this. 
Let 
Then 
and 
S= {(a~, b~, c1), (a2, b2, c2)} 
S~,2= {(a~, b,), (a2, b2)} 
Sl-~{al, G2} S2~-{bl, b2} 
SmxS2={(al, bl), (al, /72), (a2, bl), (a2,/72)} 
and hence we see that S~ x $2 contains olution pairs that are not in S1,2. More 
generally it can be shown that if SI, $2, "" ", Sn are the complete collection of 
refined label sets and S is the set of all solutions to our requirements, then 
S c S~xS2x-.. xS. 
However, the above observation does have some useful implications for the use 
of the refined label sets in answering questions about joint variables. 
Consider the question of whetber Vi, j E B, where B is a subset ofXi x Xj. If 
we had Sij, then we can say 
Truth(V,.,y E B/Vi,j E Si,j) ~. [Cert(B/Si,j), Poss(B/Si,j)] 
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However, if we have available to us, as a result of using the WALTZ algorithm, 
only the individual refined label sets Si and Sj, and consider using D = Si × Sj, 
since 
then 
Si, j C D 
Poss( B / D ) > Poss( B / Si,j ) 
Cert( B / D ) < Cert( B / Si,j ) 
and therefore 
[Cert(B/Si,j), Poss(B/Si,j)] C [Cert(B/D), Poss(B/D)] 
The implication of this result is that the use of Si x Sy instead of Si,j will never 
result in saying that something is true when it is false or in saying that it is false 
when it is true. The only problem we will have is saying that the truth of some 
question is unknown when it is indeed determinable as true or false if we have 
Si,j. 
FUZZY LABEL SETS AND CONSTRAINTS 
In many cases the constraints used to relate variables may be elastic or 
imprecise. For example, we may say that V~ is approximately equal to V5 or 
that V4 is much greater than V6. In addition, parameters may be vague; for 
example, V3 is V2 plus about three times V4. In addition, in some cases, initial 
label sets, rather than being crisp sets with precise boundaries, have imprecise 
boundaries. In order to be able to handle these types of imprecise situations we 
can introduce some ideas from the theory of fuzzy sets (Zadeh [5]). 
Assume that V is a variable or node that assumes its value in the set X. A 
fuzzy label set is a fuzzy subset of X. In this case with each x E X we associate 
a value A (x) E [0, 1 ] indicating the degree to which x is a member of the label 
set. Parenthetically we note that an ordinary label set simply requires that A(x) 
E {0, 1 }. Thus the concept of a fuzzy subset allows us to represent imprecise 
label sets. Furthermore, the types of imprecise constraints discussed above can 
be expressed in terms of fuzzy relationships (Klir and Fogler [8]). Thus if C is a 
constraint that has as its arguments V~, V2, • • ", Vk, then it can be viewed as a 
fuzzy relation on the product space X~ × )(2 × • • • x Xk. In particular, for each 
tuple t = (x ,  Xz, "" ", x~) contained in this cross product space, C(t) G [0, 1] 
indicates the degree to which t satisfies the constraint. We again note that in the 
case of crisp or precise constraints of the type discussed by Davis [1], C(t) is 
restricted to {0, 1}. An example may be useful in illustrating the situation. 
EXAMPLS. Let V~, V2 be two variables taking their values in the real line. 
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The constraint 
~=½ 
is expressible as a relationship Ci such that 
[~ if xl =x2 
Ci (Xl, X2) = if Xl #:X2 
In the case of a imprecise relationship such as 
I"3 is approximately V4 
we have a fuzzy relationship C2 such as 
C(x3, X4)= exp{-kZ lx~-x , l ]  
In the above k is a parameter that is used to indicate the strictness of our meaning 
of "approximately"; the larger the value of k, the closer the meaning is to 
exactly equal. 
At this point we shall not dwell on the issue of representing imprecise 
knowledge in terms of fuzzy relations. A considerable body of literature xists 
on this topic. Zimmermann's recent two-volume text provides an excellent guide 
to this issue [9, 10]. We shall instead assume that these representations are 
available and look at the impact on the label inference procedure. 
Assume we have a collection of variables VI, • • ", Vq and 
1. A collection of initial label sets 
~'EAi ,  i=1,  " " ,q  
where some of the Ai are fuzzy label sets. 
2. A collection of constraints 
c . . . . ,  cp 
each of which is expressible as a relationship of the Cartesian product 
space of the universes of its argument variables, where some or all of the 
Ci's are fuzzy. 
The problem is then to find the refined label sets for the variables. To solve 
this problem we can use the WALTZ algorithm with a more general form of the 
REFINE procedure. 
We recall that if $1, " " ,  Sq are the current label sets for the variables Vl, " " ,  
Vq and if C is a constraint, hen 
REFINE(C, Vj)= {aj E Sj/3(a, E S,, 
i= 1, . . . ,  k, i#:j) C(al, " " ,  ak)} 
An alternative quivalent formulation for REFINE(C, Vj) is as follows: 
REFINE(C, Vj) returns a modified version of Sj, which we denote as S ~ such 
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that 
REFINE(C, V/) = S; 
where for each x E X 2 its membership grade in S i is 
Si(x) = Sj(x) A Max { C(xl, "" ", Xq) 
(x I ,x 2,Xq) where x j  = x 
^ nun [Si(xj)]} 
i= 1,2," " ,q where i ~ j  
where ^  is the min operator. 
This formulation is exactly the old REFINE operator when the current label 
sets and C are crisp. Thus we can easily extend the procedure suggested by 
Davis to this more complex environment. 
Our introduction of possibility and certainty to answer queries become very 
useful in this framework. Assume that the refined label set for some V is A and 
we are asked whether it is true that V E B. We can extend our possibility 
measure so that 
and 
Poss (B/A)  = Maxx[A (x) A B(x)] 
Cert (B/A)  = 1 - Poss(.,4/B) 
where A is defined by A(x) = 1 - A(x). 
In this case again 
Truth[ V is B] E [Cert(B/A), Poss(B/A)] 
It should be noted that if VI and V2 are two variables with fuzzy label sets A l and 
A2, then we can define 
AIxA2=D 
where for each (xl, x2) 
D(xl,  x2)=AI(XI) A A2(X2) 
In a manner analogous to the crisp case we can use this as an approximation to
the true joint relationship between VI and 1/2. 
DEFAULT CONSTRAINTS 
Many intelligent reasoning systems include some form of default or 
nonmonotonic type of knowledge. A number of formalisms have been 
introduced in the literature for representing and manipulating these kinds of 
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knowledge. Reiter [11, 12] discusses the theory of default reasoning. McCarthy 
[13, 14] discusses an approach based on the use of circumscription. McDermott 
[15] and Doyle [16] have a nonmonotonic reasoning system. Yager [17] 
introduced a system based on possibilistic qualification and [18] an approach to 
reasoning with default knowledge that is based on a mathematical program 
formalism. In another article [19], Yager provides a general view of 
nonmonotonic reasoning that is framed in a set theoretic framework. This view 
will provide a set framework for the approach taken here. We shall briefly 
discuss the view proposed by in [19]. 
Assume we have a problem that requires a solution that satisfies a collection 
C~, • • -, C, of ordinary constraints as well as a default constraint D. Associated 
with each Cy is a set Fj, which consists of all the tuples that satisfy Cj. Similarly, 
there exists a set E that consists of all the solutions that satisfy the default 
constraint. The procedure for solving this problem formally involves f'mding 
first the solution to all ordinary constraints 
F*=F~ n F2 n F3 n . . .  hE .  
and then applying the default constraint E. The introduction of the default 
condition gives us a solution of the form 
F**= fF*  f3 E if Poss (E/F*)~eO 
( F* if Poss (E/F*) = 0 
Formally, 
F**=(F*  N E) U (1 -PossE /F* )×F*  
where the operation of multiplication of a set A by a number b is denoted 
G=bxA 
and defined as a fuzzy set where for each x in the universe 
G(x) = b x A (x) 
where G(x) and A(x) are the characteristic functions of G and A, respectively. 
As discussed elsewhere by Yager [19] and indicated above, constraints 
involving default knowledge are handled ifferently than ordinary constraints in
two ways. The first distinction is the second-orderness of the default knowledge. 
In particular, default knowledge is always applied after we have introduced all 
first-order knowledge. Thus when we introduce the constraints imposed by a 
default proposition we already have complete knowledge of the solutions 
compatible with the first-order knowledge. The second important aspect of a 
piece of default knowledge is its avoidance of conflict. That is, if the constraint 
introduced by the piece of default knowledge leads to a contradiction, F* f3 E 
= ~,  then we withdraw the default knowledge, and its constraints are not 
enforced. 
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Thus it is important to reali7e that the so--called efault ype of knowledge is a 
second-order type of information whose restriction is applied only if it does not 
conflict with hard-type or first-order knowledge. So we see that default 
knowledge is applied if it is possible to apply it without causing inconsistencies. 
DEFAULT KNOWLEDGE IN CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION OF 
LABELS 
In this section I suggest a procedure for including default knowledge into the 
problem of constraint propagation of labels. This method will still be based on 
the use of the WALTZ algorithm. 
Assume we have a problem that involves the nodes (variables) Vi, I"2, "" ", 
Vn and has the following requirements to be satisfied: 
(a) Each variable has an initial label set bounding its values, 
Vi E Ai 
(b) There is a set of ordinary constraints 
C1, C2, "'',Cq 
that are functions of the variables. 
(e) There is a default constraint D that is also a function of the variables. 
We recall that the running of the WALTZ algorithm requires initialization of 
the current label sets Si, a set of constraints R called the domain of concern, and 
a set of questionable constraints Q, where Q c R. 
The following procedure describes the implementation f the label inferencing 
process in the face of default knowledge. 
STEP 1 Run the WALTZ algorithm with the following initialization: 
Q=Q,={c I ,  C2, " " ,  Cq} 
R=RI={Ct, C2,  "" ", Cq} 
Si=Ai, i=l ,  2, . " ,  n 
STEP 2 If the algorithm halts, then the constraints are inconsistent and no 
solution exists else store Si into Bj, Bi = Si. We shall call these the first-order 
refined label sets. 
STEP 3 Run the WALTZ algorithm with the following initialization: 
Q=Q2= {D} 
R=R2--- " ' ,  Cq, D} 
Si=Bi 
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STEP 4 If the run halts, then D is conflicting and therefore D is not to be 
enforced. In this situation, return as refined label sets the Bi's, 
E~Bi  
else go to step 5. 
STEP 5 If algorithm does not halt, then D causes no conflict, and return as 
refined label sets the current label sets from this run, 
VieS,  
We shall denote this algorithm WALTZ-D. Note that WALTZ-D requires 
five initializing values: Q1, 02, Rl and R2, and an initial collection of label sets 
si. 
WALTZ-D can terminate in one of three states: 
I. Failure in step 1--the ordinary constraints are conflicting (no refined 
label set produced). 
If. Failure in step 3--the ordinary constraints are OK but the default causes 
conflict. (A refined label set is returned.) 
I l l .  Success in step 3--default and ordinary constraints are all satisfied. (A 
refined label set is returned.) 
For reasons that will be apparent subsequently, we shall require that in a state 
Ill termination the algorithm return two collections of label sets--the refined 
label sets obtained in step 5 as well as those stored in step 2. We shall call these 
the semirefined label sets. 
We shall look at an example discussed in Davis [1] to illustrate this situation: 
STARTING LABELS: 
x E [1, 10], y E [3, 8], z E [2, 7] 
ORDINARY CONSTRAINTS: 
Cl :x+y=z C2:y<x 
DEFAULT CONSTRAINT: 
typically x E [4, 7] 
We typically interpret x E [4, 7] as a default indicating: If it is possible for x 
to be in [4, 7] then require this constraint; if not, do not enforce it. 
We now apply our expanded algorithm to this problem. Davis [1] has solved 
the first part (steps 1 and 2): 
xE  [3, 4] =Bx 
y E [3, 4]=By 
z E [6, 7]=B3 
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Q={D} R={C~, C2, D} 
Sx = [3, 4] Sy = [3, 4] Sx = [6, 7] 
We pop D; this simply affects x and we get Sx = [4]. Since C~ and C2 involve x 
they are placed in Q. We then pop Cl since x E [4]; then y gets bound by [3] and 
z gets restricted by [7], and we then pop C2, which causes no changes. Hence 
our final values are 
xE  [4] 
y E [3] 
z E [7] 
Let us consider another problem with a different default rule: 
BOUNDS: 
Vl ~ [1, 20] v2 ~ [8, 35] v3 ~ [0, 40] 
CI : VI -.I- V2 = V3 C2: V2 ~ V 1 
typically V3 =3 V~ 
We start the first step in WALTZ-D with 
Q= { c,, c2} R= { C,, C2} 
S~ = [1, 20] S 2 = [8, 35] S 3 -- [0, 40] 
We first pop C2 with S1 = [1, 20] and $2 = [8, 35]. We look at I"1; since VI - 
1/2, this requires that S1 > 8, hence we get $1 = [8, 20]. If we look at V2, this 
requires $2 - 20, hence we get $2 = [8, 20]. We now pop C1 with Sl = [8, 20], 
Se = [8, 20], and $3 = [0, 40]. We now look at V3; since C1 requires I/i + 112 
= I/3 then V3 > 16, hence $3 = [16, 40]--Vl and V2 are unchanged. 
Thus we come out of our first use of the WALTZ algorithm with 
B~ = Sl = [8, 20] //2 = $2 = [8, 20] B3 = $3 = [16,40] 
We next go to our second pass of the WALTZ algorithm with 
Q={D} R={CI ,  C2, D} 
and 
Si's as above. 
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Popping D and starting with $3 we see that 3 Vl - 40, hence V1 - 13, thus S 1 = 
[8, 13]. Looking at V3 we see that V3 - 24, hence $3 = [24, 39]. Since Vi and 
V3 were changed we add C1 and C2 onto Q. 
Popping (72 and looking at V2 we see that V2 -< 13, hence V2 = [8, 13]. 
We now have Sl = [8, 13] = $2 and $3 = [24, 39]. Popping Cl and looking 
at V~ we see VI > I l, and looking at V2 we see that V2 - 1 l, and looking at V3 
we see that V3 < 26; hence we now have 
S~=[ l l ,  13] S2=[ l l ,  13] S3=[24, 26] 
Q={C2, D} 
We pop D and look at V3; since V3 -> 33 we find a conflict and must halt the 
procedure. Therefore, we do not try to enforce the default rule, and we use as 
our final refined label sets those obtained at the end of step 1, 
VI E [8, 20] 
Vz E [8, 20] 
V3 E [16, 40] 
Because of the well-known nonmonotonicity associated with default knowl- 
edge, special care must be taken when additional constraints are imposed on a 
situation that involves a default rule. 
Assume we have as an environment the initial label sets of 
Vi E Ai 
the set of first-order constraints 
C1, " " ,  c2 
and a default rule D. 
Assume we run a WALTZ-D run on this and stop in state Il l--with a 
collection of refined label sets {F~} and a collection of semireflned label sets 
{El}. Assume that at this point a new constraint Cq+l is added to the problem. 
We simply cannot just run an ordinary WALTZ algorithm with 
R={C~, . . . ,  C~, Cq+,, D} 
S~=F,. 
for if we get a conflict we cannot be sure it is due to Cq+1 with the other CI, "" ", 
Cq or due to the inclusion of D. In order to include this new constraint into our 
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system we must back up a step and run a WALTZ-D algorithm where 
Ql={Cq+l} 
Rl={Cl, C2, " ' ' ,  Cq+l} 
Q2={D} 
R2=RI U {D} 
Si = Ei (the semirefined label sets) 
Thus we see that whenever a default rule has fired we must keep around the 
"undefault" or semirefined label sets to provide a sort of truth maintenance. 
Parenthetically we note that if at any point we exit from a WALTZ-D algorithm 
at step II we can completely disregard the default constraint in any future 
updating. 
MULTIPLE DEFAULT RULES 
The situation becomes rather complicated when we have multiple default 
rules. 
Assume we have an environment in which we have n variables, Vh "" ", V,, 
and 
1. An initial label set for each variable V/ E Ai 
2. A collection of ordinary constraints C1, C2, • • ", Cq 
3. A collection of default constraints Dh /92, " • ", Dr 
The problem is to obtain the refined label sets that satisfy these conditions. 
We shall consider the simplest situation in this environment--the case in 
which there exists some priority ordering with regard to the default rules. We 
shall, without loss of generality, assume that the default rules are ordered 
according to their subscript, that is Oi has more priority than/9/ i f  i _ j .  The 
essential feature of prioritized efault rules is that the higher the priority the 
sooner it is introduced into the problem. Furthermore, if a default rule is 
satisfiable at its introduction it must continue to be respected by all future default 
rules introduced. If it is not satisfiable at its introduction it can be discarded by 
lower prioritized rules. 
An algorithmic procedure for solving the problem of constraint propagation i
this prioritized multiple default environment is given by the following algorithm. 
1. Run the WALTZ algorithm with 
Q={c,,  ..., Cq} 
R={C,, C,, . . . ,  
S i=Ai  
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2. If algorithm fails, terminate with inconsistent constraints else go to 3. 
3. Set 
D = [Dl, "" ", D~] (this is an ordered list) 
R*= { C,, " " ,  Cq} 
S* latest refined set 
4. I fD  = ~ terminate with latest S* as refined label set else set Q* = top of 
D. 
5. Run WALTZ algorithm with 
O=Q* 
R=R* tO Q* 
Si = S~ 
6. If  algorithm fails go to step 4. 
7. Set R* = R* 19 Q* and S* to current refined label set. 
8. Go to step 4. 
The problem of updating or troth maintenance oncerns the situation in which 
after performing the label inferencing we obtain an additional piece of data and 
now are required to modify our refined label sets to reflect this new piece of 
data. From a purely formal point of view, if we have a new piece of data all we 
have to do is insert it in the appropriate place in the priority "queue" and run the 
whole problem all over again. However, this is a considerable waste of 
resources. If we have the collection of refined label sets from the original run we 
can easily reduce the amount of work. Assume that 
Ti= { Si2, Si2, "" ", Si.} 
is the collection of refined label sets after the introduction of the ith priority 
default rule. We note that To is the refined label set resulting from consideration 
of only the nondefault constraints. I f the update constraint Cu is such that Cu falls 
in priority between Dk and Dk+ ,, then we just start he algorithm at step 3 with 
D=[Cu, Dk+l, " " ,  D,,] 
R*={C1, "" ", Cq} 13 {all default rules prior to D~ 
that are satisfied }
S* = Ski 
To take advantage of this sort of algorithm we must have stored all the 
previously obtained refined label sets. However, in practice update information 
usually comes in terms of nondefault constraints. This is so because default 
constraints are generally a reflection of our commonsense knowledge (initial 
knowledge of a situation), and this is part of our original knowledge base about a 
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problem. We learn real, required constraints only as we proceed in running a 
system. Thus we need only save the refined set that results from the 
implementation f the first-order constraints C~, • •.,  Cq as well as, of course, 
the final refined label set. 
The situation when we have equivalent default constraints becomes rather 
complicated in a combinatorial manner. I f  DI and De are two rules of equal 
priority, we proceed as follows. After having introduced the ordinary 
constraints, we run a WALTZ algorithm with 
Q= {D,, D2} 
R={CI, "'', Cq} l,.J (2 
S* =label sets satisfying { Cl, " "  " ,  Cq} =A i 
I f  our algorithm does not halt--that is, if both default rules can be enforced as 
consistent constraints--then we are finished with the problem. The output of 
such a run becomes the refined label sets. On the other hand, if the algorithm 
halts--is inconsistent--we must run two separate problems under WALTZ, P1 
and P2. Both are the same as the above except hat in Pl,  Q = {D~} and in P2, 
Q = {D2}. The following actions are taken as a result of running these two 
problems: 
1. I f  both Pl and P2 prove inconsistent, no default rule is fired and we use as 
refined label sets those label sets satisfying just the primary constraints, the 
Ai's. 
2. If  one of Pl or P2 succeeds and the other fails, we take the results of the 
successful run as the refined label sets. 
3. I f  both P1 and P2 succeed, we take the union of final label sets reported by 
both of these runs as our refined label sets. 
The situation of more than two equivalent priority default rules is processed in
a similar manner. However, the situation can become computationally explo- 
sive. It would be useful to find techniques for reducing the number of 
combinations that have to be tried. 
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